
The Gilboa® DBR Snake 



The GILBOA SNAKE was developed by Gilboa® to improve combat fire effectiveness by enabling 
rapid firing of two rounds.
  
The Snake will allow faster traversing between multiple targets by enabling two rounds on target 
with each double, side-by-side trigger pull. Therefor minimizing time on target before moving to the 
next target. 

Based on the Gilboa® AR platform, the snake has a wider upper and lower receivers to incorporate 
the two independent firing systems. The two parallel barrels are 3 cm apart from the bore center. 
 
The Gilboa® Snake comes with ergonomic pistol grip and special hand guard incorporating
multiple Picatinny rails and M-Lock for mounting ancillary equipment and sights. 

A patented designed collimator allows easy zeroing of both barrels and allows the operator to zero 
the barrels so impact will meet at a decided distance or spread apart according to the need.

The Snake’s Mag coupler and separate mags allow to charge different ammo on each side of the 
rifle: armor piercing/tracer/heavy projectiles, without the need to swap mags during the shooting.

Battlefield Advantages

1. The redundancy of having two mechanisms working system at all times. 
2. A single soldier has double the fire power. 
3. Higher penetration on body armor due to tight grouping. 
4. Higher accuracy during penetration through hardened glass as one round will weaken the  
    barrier and allow the second round to pass through easier. 
5. Two rounds on target in minimum time. 
6. Shorter time on target. 
7. Shorter transition time between multiple targets. 
8. An operator can use multiple types of ammunition at the same time without changing mags.
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Technical Data - Gilboa®  DBR Snake

Caliber 5.56X45 mm

Direct impingement gas system

5.150 Kg

850 mm

Method of operation

Double 16'' barrels (optional barrel lengths)

Chrome lined, 1:7 RH twist

Double semi-auto

Weight without magazine

Overall length

Barrel length

• Optical sight
• Flip-up sight
• 2 Units double magazine coupler
• Special adjustable strap
• Bipod
• Cleaning kit
• Hard carrying case

Optional accessories

Bore characteristics

Firing mode
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